A characterization is provided here for any normal partition of the set of idempotents of a regular semigroup S. As a by-product of the method used, a new characterization of the greatest congruence on S corresponding to a given normal partition of its idempotents is obtained.
Introduction
Any congruence on a regular semigroup S induces a partition, called a normal partition, of its set of idempotents E s . In her doctoral dissertation, Feigenbaum (1975) provided a characterization for any congruence on S and for any normal partition of E s . The aim here is to make use of the sandwich sets of Nambooripad (1974) to obtain a simpler characterization of a normal partition of E s . As a by-product of the method used, an alternative characterization of the greatest congruence on S corresponding to a given normal partition of E s is obtained.
Definitions and preliminary results
In all that follows let S denote a regular semigroup and let E s be its set of idempotents. For e,feE s the sandwich set of e,/is S{e,f) = {geE s ; ge = g =fg, egf= ef}.
For a e S let V(a) denote the set of inverses of a. The following lemma is taken from Nambooripad (1974) and Clifford (1974) . Let n denote an equivalence relation on E 8 and let P w = {en; eeE 8 }. P v is a normal partition of E 8 if and only if there is a congruence T on S so that the restriction of T to E s is n. Then P n = {err\E 8 ; eeE 8 }. Eeigenbaum (1975) By Lemma 1.20) it can be seen that a normal partition of E 8 is an iV-partition. The converse will be proved in the next section.
Given a partition P n of E 8 define relations ffl n and &" on S by Note that a0t n ad^aa* and a£P n da& n a*a for any d,a*eVia). Conversely suppose e^/ a n d peS(e,f). Choose qeS{ef,ef), reS(q,p) and teS (qp,qp) 
. Then aa'&"bb'0t«bb*M n cc' for some a! e V(a), b',b* e V(b) and c'eV(c). Choose peS{bb*,cc'), qeS(bb',p) and reS(aa',q). By (i) then pn = (bb*)n, qn = (bb'
)n and TTT = (aa')n. Also cc' /> =p, pq = q and qr -r so cc'r = r. Hence (cc') 7r*(oc')7r = (aa')n and similarly (aa')n*(cc')n = (cc')n. Dually =2^ is transitive. [4]
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Thus (hg) IT = tir*(kg) IT = (hg) ir*(kg) v and similarly (kg) 7r*(hg) n = (kg) IT.
We therefore have hg 3? n kg. Now choose p e S(hg, kg). By Lemma 1.3(i), p e (kg) n.
Recalling that gh = h and g = cc' it can be readily checked that c'pceS (c'hc,c'kc) .
2. Normal partitions In this section normal partitions of E s will be characterized and the greatest congruences associated with these partitions will be determined. We can refine the description of p n by using the characterization of Hall (1973) Note that if r is a congruence on S, and e,feE s then er^fr in Sfr if and only if (fe)rMeT^'(ef)T in S/T. Hence for a normal partition P n , define en 4:fir if and only if (fe) 01,, e & v (ef) .
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